AFTER   EVEREST
just as in any other surgical hospital. A good proportion
of our cases are women, which is only natural when you
consider how few hospitals there are in our part of the
world which have a walled-in portion where women alone
are admitted. I can think of only four within a hundred
miles of Neyyoor, representing a population of several
millions. Acute and desperate cases arrive from time to
time, and often have to be dealt with at once, as emer-
gencies, at any time of the day or night. But the ordinary
day's work in the operating theatre consists of perhaps
ten, twelve, or more major operations. Some of these are
done "by our Indian doctors, a few of whom are very
efficient operators. But there is a strange characteristic
of the Indian surgeons in our part of the world—a queer
indecision in the face of the unexpected. If he is operating"
on a patient and, having got into the tummy, he fails
to find there what he had expected or had diagnosed—
then it is only the exceptional Indian surgeon who will
go about the work in a business-Eke way, knowing exactly
what to look for and how to do so without in any way
harming his patient. It is this fact which sometimes results
—when I have left the operating-room for an hour's work
in the office or the wards—in the sudden rushing in of a
messenger: " Sir, sir, come to the theatre I " I generally
know what that means ; somebody is inside an abdomen
and hasn't found the disease he expected. So there is
nothing for it but to wash up at once and finish the opera-
tion myself. This failure to take absolute responsibility
—or perhaps only a fear to take it—on the part of many
Indian doctors is the chief thing that makes us Europeans
necessary.
I hope that before long this diffidence will disappear, for
there is no doubt that we medical missionaries ought to be
unnecessary. We must always hold in front of us the ideal
we should aim at—that the Indian Church itself should
take over Medical Missions completely. The Medical Mis-
sion should be the helping and healing hand of the Christian
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